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Convolutional Neural Network-Based 

Diagnosis of Alzheimer's Disease Using 

Time-Frequency Features 

Nilesh Kulkarni, Anuradha Salvi and Saurabh Parhad 

Abstract Alzheimer's disease, commonly referred to as a form of dementia in early 
stage is one of the prominent cause of death all over the world. It is a neurodegen
erative disorder in which electrical movements of brain becomes slow as compared

\ 
to normal subjects. To detect these abnormalities, several biomarkers are discussed 
in literature. In present research work, electroencephalogram signals which record 
electrical activities of brain are emphasized. EEG signals are used for diagnosis 'of 
Alzheimer's disease by means of time-frequency images. Two-'dimensional tim"':; 
frequency scalograms are obtained using continuous wavelet transform (CWT) by 
applying it to EEG signals. Convolutional neural network algorithm was incorpo
rated to learn images and obtained results were compared with those obtained in 
literature. The presented system provides 96.5% accuracy, 98% sensitivity, and 99% 
specificity on experimental database used in the study. Therefore, the application of 
deep learning algorithms in clinical assessment provides a benchmark for examining 
various neurological disorders such as epilepsy, brain tumors, Alzheimer's disease, 
and many more. 

Keywords Alzheimer' Electroencephalogram· CNN . Deep learning' Wavelet 
transform 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, Dementia can be considered as a major health issue over a globe, since 
it is predicted that population of people existing with dementia is nearly about 46.8 
millions and it is likely to get double by 2030 [I, 2]. Alzheimer's disease (AD) is type 
of dementia in severe stage, and neurodegenerative disease. Alzheimer's disease is 
a growing issue to health of an individual and it accounts up to 75% of all dementia 
cases [3]. As per symptarnatology, Alzheimer's disease is basically divided into three 
stages: pre-dementia, mild cognitive impairment (MCI) plus severe Alzheimer's. 
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Abstract 

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is one of the common and fastest growing neurological diseases 

in the modern society. Biomarker techniques for diagnosis ofAlzheimer's disease and its 
progression in early stage are key issues for development. Electroencephalogram is one 
of the powerful techniques which can be used for screening ofAlzhcimer's disease and 

dementia in early stage. The objective of this paper is to analyze the EEG signal by means 
of spectral and complexity features to sen'e EEG as a biomarker for Alzheimer's ) 
diagnosis. The research is carried on expelimental database obtained from hospital. EEG 

relative power, spectral entropy, spectral flux, and spectral centroid are analyzed. 
compared, and classified for separating the data between two groups by means of 
support vector machine (SVM) classifier and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier. The 

obtained results indicate severi t), observed in AD patients reflected in EEG signals which 
can be treated as benchmark for Alzheimer's diagnosis. 

Keywords 

Alzheimer's disease Electroencephalogram Classifier Machine learning 
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A Robust Video Stabilization Method Based on 
Feature Point Extraction and Warping 

Sonal.K.Jagtap, Himali.B.Ghorpade, Kanchan.L.Dombale 

Abstme/: III reeelJl/eellIIologies IIlere are various applicllliolJs 
IYhich include II CtlllWrtl jOined /0 a movillg plal/orm,for eJ.:ample, 
cars, drones amI UIlI1It1J111ed Aerial Vehicles (VA V). Th e moving 
pIal/arm may slIffer from vibrations whiei, may calise lInwanted 
molioll ill rt!cordiJlgs /hat CUll cause degradatioll ofpet/ormallce 
in various appliea/iolls like sur l1f!illance, /racking and detection of 
object. S/abilizalioll of video in various applieo/iolls is 011 
emerging research area "owadays. To remove Ille uJlwanted 
mo/ioll from video, the stabilizatioll is necessary to preserve the 
importalll COlilent present ill /lle video. III litis paper th e fellture 
points from recorded videos are defected "lid tllelt t/lese feature 
poin/s are t!.x/racled (J1lt1 mttlcfled. Tile obtailledfealure poin/s are 
smoothed by K meflllS clus/ering, a mesll grid 011 every video 
frame is sel lip allfl every gritl is warped by mOldillg amI 
comparing thefe{l/ures poinls,from original video frame witll/he 
sllwtJ/hed allll .\·ltllJilizedf eature poillts. The reduced dis/ortiOllS ill 
Ihe video lire el{imllletlfrom various parameters. The efficiency of 
algoriJllI1I is compared i1/ which the robust video stabilization 
algorithm buxed 011 f ell/ure extractioll alUl mesh grid warping 
ob/aills bel/er improvement ill Inter-frame Transform Fideli~I' 

(ITF) factor (11(11/ Ille Irt1ditiollo[ video stabilizatioll algorithm. 

J(eyworrlJ: Videoswbilizalioll, KLT tracker, Mes!: grid warping 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The vital difference between amateur-level video and 
profess ional video is the camera motion quality, hand-held 
videos are generally shaky and also expose spatial as weil as 
temporal distort ions and provide visual experience that is 
unpleasant whereas professional users take care of visual 
experience while recording and they use equipment such as 
doll ies or sleadicams to obtain proper stabilized video. These 
hardware are no t practical for many situations, thus software 
based video stabi li zation is widely used; Also for driver safety 
applic2tioll5 a camera is mounted on the vehicle to catch the 
continuolls recordings. Uneven surface of the streets and 
mcchanic,ll vibrations of the vehicle influence the nature of 
these recordings. The jitter makes unpleasant visual 
expericnce. Such movement ofthe camera additionally makes 
it hard 10 process ,lIld concentrate on imperative data from the 
pictures. Thus, the video should be rectified and stabi lized. In 
this paper sofiware based video stabili zation is in troduced 
which is cfficielll and robust and also provides good quality of 
results over a wide range of videos. 
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The video stabilization techniques can be divided into four 
different types like mechanical approach, optical approach, 
and digital approach. Digital stabili zation approach is 
discussed in this paper. The ongoing digital video 
stabil ization techniques are generally founded on stabi lization 
of feature points and feature trajectory. In these techniques thc 
distinct features are extracted and tracked accord ingly. These 
featmes trajectories or feature points are then smoothed 
properly which follows the warping of video frames to 
supplant the first component features with the smoothed and 
balanced out positions as almost as could reasonably be 
expected. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Video stabilization procedures can be partitioned into two 
principle approaches: Global motion stab ilization and fea ture 
based stabilization. In feature based stabilizat ion techn iques. 
with the best possible examination ofa specifie component, il 
permits to recover the global motion vector. The variolls 
features detectors used are Harris Comer Detector , Speeded 
Up Robust Features (SURF), Scale Invariant Femme 
Transform (SIFT). Feature based stabilization techniq ues 
extract feature points and fonn the trajectories by using 
feature points, and then smoothing of trajectories is 
performed. The motion in videos can be represcmcd 
accurately by feature based stabilization techniques and <llso 
balance Qut recordings more fas tly than the global Illation 
method of stabilization. 
In feature based techniques the analysis of optical fl ow is al so 
performed. It comprises the arrangement of motion veClOrs 
that are determined between the two frames i.e. current and 
pas t frames which is generally used for depiction of video 
seq uence [2, 3, 4]. 
The Steady flow motion model is analogous to the feature 
trajectory stabilization here motion is represen ted by th~ 

smallest pixcl. In this method inspite of obtaining feature 
points and trajectories, it gathers a thick optical st ream and the 
motion vectors are assembled and smoothed at a sim ilar pixel 
areas. There is substantial computational complexity 10 

compute a dense optical flow [3]. 
The Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) (5) is lIIilized ior 
adjustment of video. It requi res excessively emphasis IU 

acquire the outcomes, which backs off the entire handling 'lI1li 
despite the fact that the expansions of RANSAC calculatioll 
are executed [6], they are very little noteworthy [Q fjen:l ~ 

build by and raise the overall execution . 
The parameters ofcamera and 3D directions of an inadequate 
point arc evaluated by using the 
Structure from motion 

~.':.:--..:nlll>,<:s' 

~~:=;:;:;;;::::n ique (SIM) technique. In 

ethod to get a d ~!ir~~eS e~d
-shed By: 
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camera path they sl1100lh the parameters and ventu re the 3D 
focuses on the balAnced out camera. To manage the frame 
warping they used the 20 projected trajectories . Though they 
yield excellent outcomes on videos, SfM is sensitive to 
feature tracking fai lures [7]. 
The Global motion stabilization techniques also called as 
block based tecliniques , are generally used to calculate 
motion. The image is divided into small blocks and blocks of 
previous rrame and cllrrcnt frame are compared with each 
other. 

To examine the similarity between current and the previous 
frame blocks, the block matching criteria is utilized. To 
recuperate the movement vector for each block different 
coordinating techniques have been proposed: robust 
alignment based on Universal Imagc Quality Index (UIQI) [9] 
voting [10] , and Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) [II] . 
They are 110t much su itab le since the whole image should be 
fitted, in a block by block fashion which is very slow process 

III. 	 VIDEO STABILiZAnON ARCHITECTURE AND 
METHODOLOGY 

The video stabilization architecture shown in fig. I .consists of 
variolls blocks. Here video stabilization technique is 
implemented to decrease the distortions and undesirable 
camera mOlion. The video .sequence used fo r stabilization is 
divided into varioll s framcs. These rrames are then used for 
extraction of fea tures points and its matching, 

ft':ltul "l' future 
Eur:trrloll i\.bIWu.: eml 

KLT Tnckt r 

SDloofh.iDg 

Futuns osinr K 
IUUDSCIn$ft'riD: 

Fig.l . Architec ture of video stabilization 

In itially fea ture poi nts are used for stabilization purpose, 
these feature points are detected, extracted and matched by 
KLT tracker through the frames of recorded video. Second 
the obtained fe ature puints are smoothed, for this a k-means 
clustering techn iq ue is implemented . Then with these feature 
points. a mesh grid warping techn ique is applied to remove 
th e d istortions and sta bi lize each video frame. The obtained 
result s show that this algorithm creates the video frames more 
stable than previous s t<1 bi li z<1tioll algorithms. 

A. Feature £xtr:l clion 

A very imponam Slep in siabilization is feature point 
extraction . The feamre ll1aEching is best suited fo r successive 
pairs of fram es. Th~ proposed algorithm extracts the SURF 
(Speeded Up Robust Features) features. The integer 
estimation or (he delCrl1lin3m of Hessian blob detector is 
uti lized by SURF features, to find out the interest points. Its 
feature descr ipto r d~pel1ds on Ihe slim of the Haar wavelet 
respo nse around t! l ~ po int o f interest. These can 

x J' 

Fer.y) =I I l(x.y) 
i=o j =o 	 (I) 

The hes~ian matrix is used by the SURF to find the interest 
points. G iven a point p=(x. y) in an image K. the Hessian 
matrix H (p, a) at point p and scale cr, is represented as: 

H(P.u) = fKn-(p.u) KXY(P.u) ] 
LKyx (p. u) Kyy(p. u) (2) 

The objective of a descriptor is to give a un ique and powerful 
description of an image feature. Most descriptors are 
therefore processed in a nearby manner; hence a description is 
obtained for each and every point of interest determined 
previously. 
Any mistake in feature extrac tion can degrade the 

stabi lization performance. After extraction of features it is 
necessary to match and. then smooth the features to achieve 
proper stabilizat ion 

B. Feature Matching using KLT Tracker 
The Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker is used for 
matching the features points effectively across multiple 
frames. KLT utilizes spatial intensity data to coordinate the 
quest for the position that yields the best match. It is quicker 
than conventional straregies for examining at far less potential 
matches betw'een the images. The KL T tracker will compute 
the tracked posi tioll in frame J for each feature point p in the 
lTame I and the corresponding motion vector v. The intensity 
deviation should be zero between the feature poin ts in frame I 
and its corresponding position in rrame J . This KLT tracker is 
actualized for the most part to manage the issue that 
conventional image registration techniques are of high cost. 
This KL T feature !~cker yields the best match. It is quicker 
than conventional methods. 

C. Smoothing Fcatures using K means C lustering 

Smoothing the trajeclO ries of featu res is an essential part in 
stab ilization; a video sequence may consist of rolling shutter 
distortions. At first the feature positions extracted are 
distorted, as femure po ints are de tected at various instants and 
at various rows in a frame. The K means clustering is used to 
smooth the feature points tracked by KLT point tracker. The 
K means clustering works as fo llows: 

1) Let X be the set ofdata points and V be the se t ofcenters. 

x =- {xl. x 2. )..'3 . .... XU) (3) 
V =- {vI. t;;2. v3 "" vn} (4) 

2) Seleci randoml ~ the cluster centers 'c', 

3) Measure the length wi thin each cluster center and data 
po int. 

4) Allot that data point to the center o f c luster which is 
havin!! mini lnlllll dis tance from al l the cluster centers. 

5) Agai~ calculate the new cluster center by lIsing the 
fonnu la: 

calclliated with [h~ help o f illle:gral image. 

The imcgr<ll imag..: is lI sed 10 increase up the speed . n·
four pixels to ~omplHe the surface integral of any s' 
original image. Equcllion ( 1 ) represents the integral ' 

Refr;eml J,.· lflllt:t>/· ..J9j:! - tOO l 19/ 2f11 90BEIESP 
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where, 'ci' indicates the number of data points in ;,11 
cl uster. 

6) Remeasure the distance between new obtained cluster 
eenters and each data point. 

7) Stop if no data point is reassigned, or else repeat from 
step 3. 

Here K Illc::ans Clustering technique is used to cluster the 
feature points on object or background. Initiaily all feature 
points are divided into a K number, of different clusters and 
foreground features are detennined. Then, K clusters are 
merged to obtain the two clusters: for object class and another 
for the background class. Lastly, the determination is done 
that if the object class consists feature points of a moving 
object and also the smoothing vectors of background fea ture 
points are used for the stabilization if the frame is bi -I ayered, 
Else all the smoothed veetors are used, Thereafter the image 
warping is very essential task performed which warps the 
image and achieves the stabilized video at the output. 

D. Mesh Grid Worping 

The input frame is applied with a mxn homogeneous mesh 
grid, Thc input frame is stabilized such that by observing the 
difference between the feature positions and its smoothed 
positions the corner points are warped aceordingly. For each 
feature position Pi, the rolling-free smoothed position r; is 
obtained as shown in fig.2.and then the feature positions are 
mapped with the smoothed positions as close as possible. To 
improve the stabilization performance effectively the feature 
reliability and each grid cell reliability is exploited. 
Stabilization is performed by mesh grid warping and at the 
output a stablc balanced out video is obtained, 
The new set oftransfonned comer points is denoted by V of 
all the grid cells. There is set of four grid cells as a 4 x 4 grid 
of cells is used then set of25 such comer poi nts are warped . 

-,[ .",. .\,' ~1," , \,1.'1• I . -;,[I~ L 
\.:J1,,' 1; 

\- L1I, " "L j 
Fig. 2. ExampJe of mesh grid warping [I j 

The video stab ilization algorithm implemented is explained 
(refer algorithm 1) in which detail procedure of algorithm is 
exp lained . 

. -llgoriJ!JII11 : The Video Sfabik:aiion algOJ'iiJl1n 
1: E.o.:tract and Tncli the feature points. 

~: fo t' each frame do 

3: for ea ch featurepomtPi@ 

..1: Ca1culateitssmo·othedpo sitionti. 

S: eud 

5; Clu::.ter th e fea ture points 

5: \\rcap all theobtained-smootbingvectoE. 

'7: Output a :S.tabilized frame 

S:E nd 

j 
Thc feature points from the video fram~ are first extracted ~l1d 
lhcn smoothed, where in smoothing each origina l feature 
point pi is smoothed with the fea'ture point rio The smoothing 

Nl" lnl!l'(1i ."lImber: A9527 J0911912019:{;BEIESP 
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of feature point is then followed with the clustering of the 
fcatl!re points with K means clustering technique and finally 
to obtain a stabilized video frame, warping of all the obtained 
smoOlhing vectors is done. The experimental resu lts wil I help 
to understand the effectiveness of the algorithm. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The video stabilization method is executed and simulated on 
MATLAB (R20I3a), 64-bit (win64).The proposed method 
can be tested for different types of videos and videos with 
different scenarios with the' .avi ' and ' .rnp4 ' extensions. ·r · 
·• • j,. .."" 

• 
.. 

Video (a) Video (b) Video (0) 

Fig.3: Video sequences u5ed (or slabiJiza rioli 

The simulation is performed on three different videos with 
var ious resolutions. Fig.3 shows the sample video sequences 
used for stabilization. Video (a) is shaky building and video 
(b) is shaky statue. Both the videos are recorded ill camera 
whereas video (c) is shaky building which is recorded th rough 
celJphonc. These videos having var ious resolutions and 
various parameters are shown in table..! 

Table-I: Video with varions resolutions used 1'01' s tabilizll(ion 

InpUI 
\ ' id~() 

Sl'(lla'ne , 
Resolu(io 

" 

Data 
Rate 
(kbp') 

Size 
of 
Vide 
0 

(MB) 

Frame 
Hale 

FI':lmcs/sc , 

Dur:llill 

" 

(scc) 

VIdeo (:l) 360:<640 3000 1.53 )0 10 

VKI.:o(b) 396x704 3000 4.47 )0 10 

VIdeo (e) 480x720 3094 2.28 )0 ; 

.f he quantItatIve estImates Itke Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). are 
ca!culated to determine the efficiency of proposed method. 
Results (Ire calculated to get the ans'\vers of the following 
questions, How much increase in PSNR and red uction in 
iUv[SE is possible? How much is the effi ciency of the 
proposed method? The comparison of the rob ust mesh grid 

FigA (b)Feature extraction and malehill ~ tl fy id~o (a) 
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warping method with kalman filtering method [12] is 
perfo rmed to determine the effectiveness of video 
stabi lization method. 

Fig.4 (b) Feature extl'Rction anti matching oh'ideo (c) 

The feature extraction and matching of the shaky building and 
sha~'Y statue can be observed in f,g.4(a) and fig.4(b).The 
features indicated in red color and white color gives the 
feature point extraction and matching between two frames of 
the video where the white colored features are the feature 
extracted for frame I of same video and red colour are the 
feature ex tracted for frame 2 ofsame video. 
The parnmeter Root Mean Square Error (RIvISE) is computed 
to measure the minimum mean squared error. Lesser the mean 
square error greater is the stability of the v ideo. 

~ "!,,-l "r.-'[I(' .') - ,,(, .J]:]Rl,4SE = IIT." L,=O L j=O I., ) 1\ ,,) (6) 

The PSNR is Peak Signal '0 Noise Ratio, it is computed for 

the over lapp ing regions. The PSNR (k) is between two 

consecutive frames (k, k+ I ) 

PSNR =1.0 to [/7r.C.'J (7)


g10 [.1.....£ 

The above obtained formulas for the calculations of 
performance parameters are implemented and the results are 
obtained as shown in table. II. The increase in the value of 
PSNR ean be observed for original and stabilized video 
whereas the decrease in the value of RMSE for original and 
stabi lized video is observed and <l.nalvzed 

Table-II: PerfOl"nlllnCC p'lI'amctc;'s of video sequences 

Video Sequence PSNR(dB) RMSE 
Original Video{a) 14.327 0.1922 

S[abilized 
Video(a) 

16.663 0.1499 

Original Video(b) 10.592 0.3007 

Stabilized 
Video(b) 

[ 1.672 0.2726 

Original Video(c) [4.327 0. 1929 
Siabilized 
Video(c) 

16.663 0. 1498 

The performance parameters VIZ. PSNR and RlvlSE for 
videos of both origi nal video and stabilized video are 
calculated and it can be observed from table.ll. that the 
stabi lized video sequences gives bener results as COT 

l 
I 

Fig.S Graphical representation ofPSNR values 

•.as 

o 

RMSE Pl ot 
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Fig.6 Gr!lphical rcpn'scliialion of RMSE values 

Fig.5 and fig.6. represents the graphical representation of 
PSNR values and RMSE va lues of all 'he three videos. Both 
the original and stabilized videos are graphically compared 
with respect to PSNR and R\I SE. It can be observed that 
PSNR ofstabilized video is grenler than (he PSNR oforiginal 
video also the RMSE ofswbilized video is less that oforiginal 
video. 

The comparative analys is oflh e video stabilization algorithm 
with the kalman fIltering m<::lhod will give the efficiency of 
algorithm with respect to inler- fr<lme transformation fidelity 
(ITF) parameter. 

Tllble-III: Comparatin analysis of \Icsh Gl'id \"al'pillg Method 
"'ith K;ltm:111 Filtl'l'ing i\,lethod 

Video Methods- used fur Origi n:ll Stabilized 
Slabiliz:lliOTl ITF(uBI ITf(dB) 

V;doo(c) 
Kalman hllC'rill~ 

MClhoJi i::'1 
25.65 27.54 

Mesh Gnd \Varp! n~ 
Mc,r;od 

::!7. 15 30.3 1 

- . Table.llI replesenb the compHl I ~on of the proposed mesh 
grid warping video 5t?bi liz.31;on method with the Kalman 
Filtering Method (1 2]. The [1 F of Stabilized shaky video 
through cell video h<l ving rL'so!u!!on (430x720) is compared 

with the kalman filtering mClh o d hav ing the same resolution 
of the video. The performance oj" our approach in comparison 
with the ITF measure is H er..:' them kalman filtering. which 
means that (he output \ ' J( o re st?ble. This concludes 
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A Robust Video Stabili,mtion Method Based on Feature Point Extraction and Warping 

compared to other stabilization algorithms. 

v. CONCLUSION 

The feature extraction and mesh based warping video 
stabilization algorithm is based on reliable feature extraction 
which smoothes the features to obtain stabilization. The LIse of 
mesh grid warping achieves significant improvement to 
remove the shakiness in the arbitrarily captured video. The 
reduced distortions are estimated from parameters PSNR C1nG 
RMSE and also the efficiency of algorithm is compared with 
the traditional algorithm. The robust video stabilization 
algorithm obtains almost 3dB of improvement in ITF factor 
and is robust to irritating motion, motion blurring and rolling 
shutter distortions enhancing the visual nature of amateur 
videos. 

VI. FUTURESCOPE 

The future work will concentrate on developing the adaptive 
approach of stabilization and improve the matching accuracy 
as well as improve the efficiency ofstabilization by improving 
the performance parameters used for stabilization i.e. PSNR, 
RMSE and ITF factor as well as to reduce the computational 
complexity. 
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ENCODER OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR VIDEO CODING 
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Abstract - High efficiency video coding (HEVC) is the recent video coding standard which gives the better 
compression results as well as more bit rate savings at the same video quality as compared to its previous video 
coding Slandards. HEVC acquired the quad tree based structure to increase the coding efficiency. The 
complexity of a closed-loop transcoder is actually induce by the extremely large computation in the encoder 
part. Many techniques have been introduced to optimize the encoding process to reduce the computational 
complexity of the transeoder. Maximum techniques focus on to figure out the coding modes in the output video 

. to early confine encoding. Following are the two main ways of optimizing the encoder first one is fast encoding 
excluding the coding information of the input video and second is using the coding information in the input 
video to speed up the encoding. 

IIl"ex terms - EncOding, High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), Transcoding. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High efficiency videc coding has arisen for 
improving video resolution and increasing utilization 
of parallel processing. This standard is accepted as a 
latest video coding standard established by the Joint 
Collabcrative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) 
under the ITU-T Video Coding Expert Group 
(VCEG) and [SO/IEC Moving Picture Expert Group 
(MPEG). The HEVC gives 50% bit rate saving while 
maintaining same quatity as its predecessor. But this 
coding efficiency is at the cost of high eomputational 
complexity. The Complexity of HEVC is maximum 
because it uses flexible quad tree based structure. It 
includes coding tools like coding unit (CU), large and 
unequal prediction unit (PU), and residual based 
transform unit and so on. The excessive number of 
computations of these coding tools, mode decision 
and motion estimation may limit the applications of 
HEVC. Mainly open loop transcoding and closed 
loop transcoding are the two categories of 
Iranscoding operations. Tn open-loop architecture, 
lranscoding is without using feed-back. A video 
picture is transcoded without buffering and the next 
picture is transcoded singly from previous pictures. 10 
opposite, closed-loop transcoding utilizes a buffer to 
Slore pictures. Open loop transcoder has least 
complexity than closed loop transcoder. Encoder is a 
circuit in a system that changes information from one 
fonnat to another format. It converts analog signal 
into digita l signal. Decoder is a circuit which reverse 
the process; it converts the information block to the 
previous or original block. It converts digital signal or 
informat ion into analog form. 

1!J!lUI 

Figure 1: Basic block diagram of video coding 
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Many authors have already gave the methods for 
simplifYing the partitioning decision for Coding Units 
(CU), Transform Units (TU), Prediction Units (PU) 
and aiming at reducing the computational complexity 
of HEVC without decreasing its compression 
efficiency. Even though these methods succeed in 
their target of reducing the encoding complexity up to 
a certain level, many methods deal with only one type 
of partitioning structures (either CUs, PUs or TUs 
separately), which reduce the achievable complexity 
reductions. Besides, majority of the methods results 
into maximum losses in RD efficiency. To get the 
better Rate-Distortion (R-D) performance, the 
(HEVC Test Mode) HM encoder apply an full search 
process which look for every possible combination of 
partitioning structures and selects the one which 
results in the lowest R-D cost. Although the most 
modern liM versions add some speedup features, this 
action still extremely increases the encoder 's 
computational complexity, reducing its use in 
computationally and energy constrained 
envi ronmenls.CTU is the basic block in HEVC. 
whichis of 64x64 pixels in size, is repeatedly split 
in to coding units (CUs) for which three prediction 
modes (i.e., skip. inter, and intra modes) are 
supported. This splitting process is executed for CUs 
from depth 0 (64x 64 pixel CU) to depth 3 (8 x 8 pixel 
CU). Each CU is the basic for farther evaluation of 
the prediction unit (PU), and transform units. 

I!. RELATED WORK 

There have been many attempts made for increasing 
the performance of video coding. [I] Gives the 
overview of the new video coding standard that is 
HEVC. In the first direction that is fast encoding 
excluding the coding infonnation of the input video 

many techniques have been induced to spee·~t:~:::::~ 
oder. These techniques use the r 
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Encouer Oplimizmion Techniques for Video Coding 

characteristics of video and/or use the 
temporaVsparial interconnection in the video to figure 
out the coding in formation of a CU. In r2), the 
splitting of a coding unit in intra-coded frames is 
determined depends on the texture homogeneity of 
the video in the pixel domain and the splitting of its 
neighbouring coding units. On the other side, early 
skip mode and merge mode finding techniques have 
been proposed in [3]. Nowadays, some researchers 
have started adopting machine learning to speed up 
the HEVe encoder. More ·recently. a decision tree 
based technique has been intended to minimize the 
complexity of the HEVC encoder [4] . In [5] Support 
vector machines have been used. A method depends 
on k nearest neighbours has been intended to find out 
the CU splitting [6). 
Another method which can give a higher complexity 
reduction for transcoding is to use the correlation 
between coding information of the input and output 
video, Given the differences between HEVC and 
previous video coding standards in their block 
structure~ motion estimation and residual information 
coding, traditional transrating techniques cannot be 
directly applied to HEVC. A transrating technique for 
HEVC based on machine learning has been proposed 
in [7]. Therefore, several techniques using machine 
learning for fast transcoding frolll H.264/ A VC to 
HEVC have been proposed (8]. Notice that the 
machine learning based techniques in (3 J me llsed in 
heterogeneous video transcoding, ill which the input 
and output video are encoded llsing different 
standards. 

Ill. ENCODER OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

There are two main types of encoder optimization 
techniques which are hased all ill put video 
information. In one technique we usc the input video 
information to encode the video and ill another 
method we do not use input video ill formation. 

A. Fast encoding excluding the coding information 
of the input video 
Following fast encoding techniques do !lot lise coding 
information ofthe input video. 
1. Texture Homogeneity 
In HEVC. the tree shaped coding unit (CU) is 
acquired to permit recursive spl itt ing into four same 
sized blocks. At every depth level (or CU s ize), it 
allows up lO 35 intra prediction modes, including a 
planar mode, a dc mode, and 33 directional modes. 
The intra prediction through exhausti ve mode search 
utilized in the test model of HE VC (H"'I) effectively 
i.ncreases coding efficien cy. btu gives it! a very large 
computational complexity. Th is technique gives a fast 
CU size decision algOlithm for HEVC intracoding 
and this algorithm is sugges ted to speed lip the 

two aspects: I) An early resolution of CU size 
decision with flexible thresholds is refined based on 
the texture homogeneity.2) Second aspect for intra 
prediction on large CU size is suggested which is 
based on the combination of texture property and 
coding information from neighbouring coded CUs 
[2]. 
2. Early merge and skip mode 
In the HEVC encoding process, the coding tree unit is 
repeatedly split into the 8x8 size coding units (CUs) 
from the 64)(64 size CU. With increase in the number 
of sizes of the CUs, the number of coding modes has 
been highly increased, which gives high 
computational complexity in the HEVC encoder. In 
this proposed technique an early MERGE mode 
decision technique to decrease the computational 
complexity of the HEVC encoder is described. 
Firstly, depending on the all-zero block (AZB) and 
the motion estimation (ME) data of the INTER 
2Nx2N mode, an early MERGE mode decision is 
suggested for the root CUs (i.e., 64x64 size CUs). 
After that, an early MERGE mode decision is 
suggested for the children CUs (i.e., 32x32, 16x 16, 
and 8x8 size CUs) by seeing the mode selection 
correlation between the root CU and the children 
CUs. To improve the computational complexity 
reduction, when the root CUs are encoded in the 110n
MERGE modes, the AZB and th e ME information 
are alsoutilized for early termination of the children 
CUs [3]. 
3. Data Mining 
In data mining technique a set of procedures for 
determining whether the partition structure 
optimization algorithm should be finished early or go 
to the end of an complete search for the best 
arrangement. The projected schemes are depends on 
decision trees acquired through data mining 
techniques. By removing intermediate infonnation. 
such as encoding variables frol11 a training set of 
video sequences. three sets of dec ision trees are built 
and implemented to avoid running the Rate distortion 
optimization (RDO) algorithm to its full range (4]. 
4. Support Vector Machine(SVI\>I) 
This is SVM based fast CU decision a lgorithm. Five 
features, including the depth of neighbouring CUs 
(left and upper), average pixel difference on CU 
boundary (left and upper), pixel vari ance of current 
CU, variance of the mean of sub-CUs: and number of 
edge points~ were selected for training SVM models, 
To improve the predict ion of SVM, Ihis work used 
artificial neural network (ANN) to fm d how the five 
features could impact all classifications. The 
examination results show"ed th at the variance-type 
features were the most controlling factor while the 
number of edge points only had understandable 
impact at depth O. So the edge ch aracteristic was 
removed from SVM model train ing. 

process by decreasing the :lumber 01- carididate eu The rest of characteristi c, were divided into 3 types, 
sizes necessary to be examine for c\'cry tree block. Le. depth type, differen<;C~~~~~~~' V"r;ia~n~ce-type, for 
The sugg~sted algorithm divided ill to rite fo lo\\!1! ~ifferent SVM mode ~l · !:!!:::;:;:z:i° l < l a!ysis, the 
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prediction results of depth-type, difference-type, and 
variance-type SVM models were assigned weights 
with 0.2, 0.2, and 0.6 respectively to form the final 
SVM result (Result All). In addition, the influence of 
every characteristic was different at each depth. This 
work used distinct SVM models to evcry depth to 
increase the prediction accuracy. Additionally, a 
threshold was set for edge point (EP) to find whether 
depth 0 should be reserved for RDO process, even if 
the final result of SVM was early splitting. The edge 
point examining was beneficent to keep the 
background region to be encoded with large CU size 
as the original best partition. The intra CU depth 
deeision was made based on Table I [5]. 

Condition Operation 

Result,\llS 02Early Termination Do Rna proeess at 
CUtTent depth and no 
Further splitting 

0.2 '5 Result.'ill:9 
Result . .w =1&& Unsure Original HEVC 
Depth ~O&& EP < 40 eneoding 

ResuliAll=1 Early splitting Split into next 
depth \\ithout 
ROO process at 
CUrrent depth 

Table I 

S. K neal'est neighbours based metbod 
'Ille HEVC 's high computational complexl!y 
increases concern about the computat,jonal burd en on 
real-time application. In proposed technique a fast 
pyramid motion divergence (PMD) based CU 
selection algorithm is given for HEVC inter 
prediction. The PMD characteristics are calculated 
with predicted optical flow of ~he down sampled 
fram es. Theoretical examination shows that PMD can 
be utilized to help choosing CU s ize. A K nearest 
neighbours method is utilized to find the CU splitting 
[6J. 

B. Utilizing the codiog information in the input 
\ideo to speed up tbe encoder 
Following encoding techniques uses the coding 
information of the input video 
1. Machine Learning (Homogeneous T ranscod ing) 
To inc lude the recently developed High Efficiency 
Video Coding (HEVe) standard in real-life network 
applications, effective transrating algori!hms ,lre 
necessary. In this method a fast tran srating algori thm, 
based on the early prediction of the partition split 
flags in P pictures is proposed . Utilizing machine 
learning techniques, the correlation between co
located pal tltlOns at different quantization IS 

examined. This outcomes in a model which predicts 
the spl il- flag and gives th e associated prediction 
precision so that the splitting process in the 

. ptoceedings ofWRFER tlll ;::,n;!\u) 

transcoder is improved. At every partition depth, the 
model shows whether the full rate-distortion cost 
judgements should be performed at the current depth, 
or if the partition can be very necessary (7). 
2. Mnchine-Iearning (Heterogeneous transcoding) 
Since the f-1EV C codec has evolve into an ITU-T and 
ISOIIEC standard. efficient transcoding from prior 
standards, such as the H.264/AVC, to HEVC is very 
necessary. The goal of this method is to develop a 
faster trnnscoder from H.264/A VC to HEVC. The 
transcoder is built around a fixed two-stage 
transcoding. In the first stage, called the training 
stage, entire re-encoding is achieved while the 
H.264/AVC and the HEVC information are 
assembled. This data is then utilized to form a CU 
classification model that is utilized in the second 
stage (called the transcoding stage) [8]. 
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Figurc 2; Flowchart of thc CU decision algorithm [8] 

IV. COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS 

Seven methods of encoding are compared in the 
lable. These methods are categori sed into lWO 

ca tegori es. 

Paramerer Reduction in BDBR 
Computational increases (%) 
complexi ty 

SVM 46.50 2.2 

K nearest 
neighbours 

43 1.9 

Early merge 
and skip 
1l1 0de 

56.94 0.40 

Data mining 65 1.3 
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Texture 
homogeneity 67 1.08 

Machine 
learning 75.69 6.74 

Tltble2 

K nearest neigh bours method gives the least 
reduction in computational complexity and the least 
increase in BDBR is in the early merge and skip 
mode method. The maehine learning (Homogeneous 
Transcoding) method gives 75.69% reduction at the 
cost of increase ill BOBR by 6.74. The texture 
homogeneity algorithm gives 67% complexity 
reduclion al the eost of increase in BDBR by 1.08. 

CONCLUSION 

The maximum complexity reduction is achieved in 
the method which utilizes lhe coding information of 
the input video. Machine leaming (Homogeneous 
Transcoding) method which uses the information 
from the input video for encoding gives better results 
than the methods which do not utilizes the 
information from the input video for encod ing. 
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Abstracl- Air Pollution has become major, serious problem 
worldwide. Because of ils close relation to human bealth, it bas 
gained a lot ofattention of many researchers. People arc: becoming 
more cautious about better ways of monitoring air quality 
information and has become important to protect human health 
from serious health problems caused by air pollution. Maay 
researcbers are working on rtal~time air quality monitoring and 
forecasting for getting accurate results which will help in 
implementing various government poJicies related to tbe 
em'ironment or air pollution and for faking crucial decisions. 
There 8fe many recent advancements in the air quality forecasting 
and monitoring techniques. Most of the techniques are Machine 
Learning (ML) based as it has become popular analysis 1001 
},(cause of its various distinctive features. This paper summarizes 
air quality forecasting models as well as realtime monitoring tools 
and techniques based on real·lime and historieal data. It has 
discussed tbe merits and demerits of every methodology used for 
air quality forecasting and monitoring used in recent research. 
along with their comparative analysis, limitations, and cballenges. 
Tbis paper will be useful 10 understand current status, past work 
done and future research questions whicb needs to be addressed. 
Keywords-- Pollu/ioll. u;r·quality,/orecasf;nK, nwnitoring.health, 
machine-learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 
On 6" Nov, 2016 the Indian Government has deelared severe 
leve)s of toxic air pollution in Delhi was an "emergency 
situation." According to global air pollution data and an 
IndiaSpend analysis of national data. over the Diwali weekend 
of 2016. India's air quality was among the world's worst and 
100 % worse in five north Indian cities than at the same time 
the preceding year. In 2013, a report by Global Burden of 
Disease (GBD) said that outdoor air pollution was the So largest 
kl11er in India and nearly one lakh premature deaths bappen 
annually due to air pollution. Recent studies have shown 
substantial evidence that exposure to atmospheric pollutants has 
strong links to adverse diseases including asthma and lung 
inflammation. Approximately 30 million people including 
children die due to asthma. At the same time partieulat<l. 
materials (pM2.5 or PM 10) in the air can cause several lcinds of 
respiratory, eardiovaseular diseases and blood diseases 
[1][2][8] [9]. Medical studies have shown that PM2.S 
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can be easily absorbed by the lung, and high concentrations of 
PM2.S can lead to respiratory disease or even blood diseases. 
Air pollution has both acute and ehronic effects on human 
health, affecting a number of different systems and organs. It 
ranges from minor upper res(?lratory irritation to chronic 
respiratory and heart disease, lung cancer. acute respiratory 
infections in children and chronic bronchitis in adults, 
aggravating pre·existing heart and lung disease, or asthmatic 
attacks [3][4]. 
Because of its direct impact on public bealth, it has gained a lot 
of attention. In last decade there is a lot of improvement in the 
teehniques of air quality monitoring and foreeasting. There 
are mainly two approaches in which researchers are working. 
In first approach monitoring of real-time Air Quality 
Monitoring and another is developing stati stical models using 
historical data. Thls paper summarizes Air Quality Predietion 
studies in two categories. The first study is on prediction of 
PM2.S 1 PMIO concentratioo[S][6] and on prediction of air 
pollutants like Co" 03, NO, [4] and then inferring Air Quality 
Index (AQI) using machine learning techniques [7] whereas 
second study is on monitoring real-time AQI using sensor 
devices In the subsequent sections, these studies are elaborated 
into deeper. In the remaining paper, Section II describes in brief 
Machine Learning (ML) for forecasting, Section JIl introduced 
fundamentals of AQI Forecasting and Monitoring, Section IV 
gives the comparative analysis of various techniques for AQI 
forecasting. Real Time Air Quality Monitoring techniques are 
discussed in section V. Section VI list out challenges in Air 
Quality Forecasting and Monitoring, finally, section VI1 is the 
eonclusion. 

II. APPLICATION OF MACHINE LEARNlNG FOR FORECASTING 

In this era machine learning has become very popular for 
solving diverse problems in various domains [8]. In the recent 
years, machine learning techniques have drawn attention and 
have established themselves as serious eon tenders to elassical 
statistical models in the forecasting community [9]. These 
models, also ealled black-box or data driven models [10]. are 
examples of non parametric nonlinear models which use only 
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historical data to learn the stochastic dependency between the 
past and the future. In the past few years there have been 
tremendous advancements in the forecasting models. 
Simultaneously there is abundant amount of research work in 
forecasting under almost every scientifie applied and in 
engineering domain like the business and financial, 
environmental science, medical applications, 
telecommunication and many mOre. Reeently machine learning 
techniques have shown admirable perfonnance in predictive 
analysis. Fig. I shows the various application areas where 
machine learning techniques are used for forecasting or 
predictive analysis. 

Fig. I. Application Domains where Maehine Learning 
Techniques are used for forecasting 
Prediction can be achieved using both supervised and 
unsupervised approaehes 

HI. AIR QUALITY FORECASTINGAND MONITORING 

FUNDAMENTALS 


To protect human health from pollution many countries have 
set their own regulations for Real Time Air Quality Monitoring 
systems (AQMs) and also established national air quality 
foreeasting models to take precautionary steps against 
unhealthy environment. There are significant advancements in 
the air quality monitoring and foreeasting due to the 
availability of high computing technology. Recent 
advancements in Real time Air Quality Monitoring is 
categorized into two categories. First category involves Air 
Quality Monitoring systems for monitoring the Air Quality in 
someone's immediate environment which are eompact, low 
powered and low-cost based on smart. infrared or wearable 
sensors. These systems have been interfaced using various 
communication techniques like GPS(Global Position System): 
Bluetooth. Second eategory is real-time AQM systems for 
industrial, urban areas by placing monitoring stations at some 
dedicated sites in city which are cloud-enabled, loT (Internet of 
Things) based systems. These systems are providing coarse 
grained monitoring[13]. Air Quality Forecast~ques are 
using statistical methods where a huge ~r ~~$qt6f~I

data is used with the assumption that there is a correlation 
among the variables. Fig. 2 illustrates general Air Quality 
Foreeasting Model. It uses is empirical approaeh where either 
some threshold value or past air quality index or some weather 
conditions are used for forecasting future air quality index. But 
a limitation of this method is it doesn't handle abrupt changes 
in air quality due to some uncertain change in the environment. 

Air Quality 
Index Data 

Air Quality 
Monitoring 

Climate Data 

Publish Air Quality Index 
on web to public 

Meteorological 
Data 

Meteorological 
Stations 

Fig. 2. Abstract View of Air Quality Forecasting Model 

IV. AIR QUALITY FORECASTING USING MACHINE LEARNING 

ApPROACH 


Maehine Learning has played the vital role in the designing of 
expert systems by aequisition and extraction of knowledge [14]. 
rvtL approach involves automatic learning by experience using 
huge data available. In Air Quality forecasting many machine 
learning models have been achieved good accuracy. Following 
section has put light on these techniques. 
4.1 Air Quality Forecasting using Artificial Neural Network: 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a braneh of artificial 
intelligence developed in the 1950s aiming at imitating the 
biological brain architecture and has become popular 
mathematical, computational tool. They are parallel distributed 
systems made of many intereonnected non-linear processing 
elements, called neurons.[5] 
ANN is a network of nodes connected via different layers input 
layer, hidden layer(s), and output layer. In a feed forward neural 
network, input data are fed to the nodes in the input layer. and 
then it is propagated through the network passing by hidden 
layer nodes and then to the output layer .The input to every node 
in the hidden layer is the sum of aU input values transferred 
from all connections multiplied by its weight [6].Neural 
networks have been found well suited for many problems where 
data is characterized by various features with high dimensions. 
Many Neural Network models have been developed for 
environmental purposes. Fengjun Li [5] presented neural 
networks with back propagation for predicting the 
concentrations of 03, PMIO, and SOl in Yinchuan. But results 
showed that this forecasting model was slow for middle term 
and long term forecasting, whereas it has given better results in 
the shor-term forecasting. Li Keyang [II] exploited discrete 
Hopfield neural network with bounded energy function for 
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assessing the air quality levels and achieved effective 
classification. Chiwewe and Ditsel'[12] used the spatial
temporal neural network model to predict ground~level ozone 
levels. For this authors proposed regression rather than 
classification with ANN. It has been found that neural networks 
are computationally fast, these can handle high dimensional 
nonlinear data, less expensive and achieved accuracy is average 
to high. Limitation of ANN for air quality forecasting is that it 
cannot handle ontliers that is abrupt changes in the air quality 
levels [14] 

4.2 Air Quality Forecasting using Decision/Classification 
Tree: 
Decision Tree is nonparametric supervised learning and widely 
used inductive inference model. It is an iteration process by 
selecting optimal splitting attribute in order to get a 
good classification result for the subset of data. Generally, there 
are mainly three steps in constructing a decision tr.ee, i.e., 
selection of splitting attribute, growth of the trec and tree 
pruning. Among them, the measure of the attributes' impurity 
is the most important step. In CART (Classification And 
Regression Tree) algorithm, Gini index is used to measure the 
impurity ofattributes. And it is defined as 

Gini(X) = 1- L~=l c~n2 (I) 

Where X is any sample data set, rr~11 is the probability ofluple 

in X belongs to C and then sum is computed over n classes 
Impurity of the dataset is higher of which Gini index is high. 
For the attribute for which Gini index value is minimum is 
selected as aplitting subset [14]. For doing the predictiv!;. 
analysis, first divide the search space into a number of subsets 
using divide and rule, then decision tree is built. After building 
the tree, a tuple of data sets is applied to get the classification 
rcsults.Decision Tree is a tree structure similar to flow chart. It 
uses top-down recursive approach. The internal node in this tree 
are compared by attribute value and then branches under this 
node are judged according to different attribute values.At the 
end conclusion is drawn at leafnodes. Entire process is rcpeated 
on new node as a child node of root tree[15]-[16]. 

A. C4.5 Decision Tree Algorithm 
Kujaroentavon et al.[15J have carried out research on air 
quality classification using the decision tree. Evaluation result 

. using ROC(Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve showed 
96% accuraey. Julie and Sun[17] has used C4.5 decision tree 
for the air quality data taken from the wireless monitoring 
system, performance evaluation was carried out using 
confusion matrix. Research studies illustrated that similar to 
ANN, decision tree is having moderate to high accuracy with 
low operational cost. The main drawback was, it has limited· 
ability to handle large scale variations in the pollutants 
concentrations. 
4.3 Other ML Techniques for Forecasting Air Quality: 
This section discussed following few more ML techniques for 
air quality forecasting. 
i) Fuzzy Logic: Fuzzy logic (FL), invented by Zadeh in 1965, 
helps to handle uncertainty, imprecision, approximation, and 
partial truth. FL has been used in many significant 
investigations like classification and predictive analytics [18]. 

Air Quality inference was made possible for mapping input to 
desired output by introducing fuzzy set rules. Chen et al. [19] 
achieved accurate and pragmatic decision of air quality 
management using interactive multiobjective fuzzy 
optimization model. Shad et al.[20]used Fuzzy membership 
kriging technique for prcdicting the concentrations of PM I 0 
pollutants. It has been observed that fuzzy inference techniques 
were able to handle uncertainties in data. It's accuracy was 
moderate, but its required data should be of enough size which 
increases its computational or operational cost. 
ii) Kalman Filter: Kalman Filter is an optimal recursive data 
processing algorithm. It incorporates all the information 
provided to it, processes all the measurements available and 
estimates the current parameters using previously estimated 
parameters. Kalman Filter estimates the state of dynamic 
systems which have a random behavior [21 ].It is a powerful 
mathematical computational tool. Kalman filter has been 
successfully applied in the forecasting of air quality because it 
can handle the uncertainties in time series data. 
Delle et al. [22]used a combination of Kalman filter and 
ensemble averaging which has improved with 24 h forecasting 
ofozone concentrations. 
Mctia et al. [23] implemcnted Extended Fractional Kalman 
Filtcr (EFKF) based on a Matern covariance function which has 
tuned using Genetic Algorithm for prediction of ozone, N02 
and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 

ML techniques for Air Quality Prediction in thc perspective of 

Big Data: 

Rccently following are few research studies which arc 

considering air quality evaluation or prediction in the 

perspective ofBig Data. 

i) Random Forest Algorithm in AQI Level Prediction: 

Random Forest classifier is the algorithm consisting of a 
combination of tree classifiers introduced by Breiman and 
CutJer[24] which has many distinctive features - like it can 
handle large data sets effectively with high accuracy, 
Zhang and Yuan [25] presented Spark implementation of 
scalable and distributed Random Forest Algorithm for AQI 
prediction which deals with Big Data. It has achieved high 
precision and reeall value with less time complexity. 
ii) K-means Clu.stering: Xiaojie et al. [26] evaluated air quality 
levcls using improvcd k-means clustering algorithm which was 
combined with a hierarehical method of citLStering using less 
number of iterations. 
iii) Zheng et al. [27] [28] have shown the Big Data perspective 
in the development of a model by considering temporal 
dependency of air quality in a location and the spatial 
correlation between locations. 
iv) Khaled et al. [29] investigated three machine learning 
algorithms ANN,SVM (Support Vector Machine), M5P using 
univariate, multivariate modeling. Multivariate approach has 
shown enhancement in prediction accuracy 

V. REAL-TIME AIR QUALITY MONITORlNG 

This section explores the recent studies on the development of 
tools for monitoring real-time air quality. Nowaday's people 
wants the status of air quality in their immediate environment 
as it has a direct impact on their health. Many countries have 
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established air quality monitoring stations network but it's not for monitoring the real-time air quality[30]. Table Isummarizes 
feasible 10 establish sueh type of monitoring stations recent developments in these tools and techniques. 
everywhere and even are costly, so there are research studies 
towards discovering the economical sensor equipped devices 

TABLE I 
RECENT SllJDlES IN REAL-TIME AIR QUALITY MONlTORING 

Sr. 
No 

Tool Author Year Technology/Methodology Conclusions 

I. AirCloud Yun Cheng 
etal.[31] 

2014 Developed two air quality 
monitoring devices using 
PPD42NJ sensors for acquiring 
data. For analysis of air quality 
data cloud-based analytics 
engine using ANN has been ' 
used. 

Low-Cost, Personal air-
quality monitoring system, 
able to achieve good 
accuracies in the prediction of 
PM2.5 

2. 

3. 

NO, Detection 

WSN based 
AQM 

Peter 
Offermans et 

al.[32] 

Samer Mansour 
et al.[33] 

2013 

2014 

AIGaN/GaN heterostructures 
fabricated on silicon substrates. 

-

Zigbee WSN with employing 
Gas sensors for (CO" NO" 
Ozone) 

Continuous monitoring of 
NO, using slope based 
detection scheme in synthetic 
air is feasible. Limitation of 
this technique was whcn there 
was humidity more than 40 % 
in air periodic heating would 
be required to improve the 
detection. 
Introduced clustering energy 
efficient Air Sensor Protocol 
for monitoring air quality. 
Abrupt and high 
concentrations cannot be 

4. 

5. 

Hierarchical 
AQM system 

uSense 

YangyangMa 
etal. [34] 

Simone Brienza 
et al. [35] 

2014 

2014 

lOT based air quality 
monitoring system comprised 
of MQ 135 and PM sensors. 

Used low cost, small size gas 
sensors connected to wireless 
sensor network. 

handled using this model. 

Implemented hierarchical, 
heterogeneous two level 
system for AQM based on 
WSN and using Zigbee 
protocol. 
It is efficient and reliable for 
monitoring concentrations of 
CO2• Ozone, N02. humidity, 
temperature, etc. in the nearby 
places which cover small 
distances. 

6. AirSense Joy Butta et 
al.[36] 

2016 Use of MQ-135 sensor 
connected on Arduino Pro 
Mini and interfaced with 
Bluetooth, Sensor data 
collected using ThingSpeak 
cJoud service 

It is low cost, low power and 
low weight dual purpose 
system that is it can be used 
sensing and collecting data. 

7. Multi-Sensor 
System 

Mitar Simic et 
al. [37] 

2016 MQ-\35 sensor for sensing 
various gases and SHTII for 
sensing, humidity, 
temperature. 

It can be used for the remote 
I measurement of various 
environmental parameters. 
The limitation is, it requires 
more Dower. 

8 Single Chip Gas 
Sensor Array for 

AQM 

Chandra 
Shekhar 

[38] 

2017 Fabrication of four gas sensor 
arrays with four different 
sensing elements using micro 
machinin~ technique. 

lntegration of gas sensor 
arrays reduced power 
consumption and achieved 
~ood performance. 
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Abstract- Incre.asing population requires the food production to be increased which requires better cultivation in the form 
of proper utilization of seeds and fertilizers with minimum labor work. The main objective of autonomous agribot is effi
cient utilization of resources and to reduce labor work. It can perform varions tasks like soil testing, sowing of seeds, spray
ing offertil.izers and harvesting of fruits. It can measure the NPK content of soil using colour testing of chemical solution 
using fiber optic and dispense the required amount of fertilizers which is necessary or less in soil. It can dig a hole in soil by 
drilling mechanisms and plants seed and cover hole by soil again. It can spray the pesticides using spraying mechanisms. 
AU above operations are performed by using ARDUINO controller which is master and others are lilypad which are s laves 
perfonns specific operation, By using image processing and robotic arm tbe agribot will deleet fruits on tree and eut the 
fruit and dump it on basket, all this harvesting work can be done by using Raspberry pi. 

Kcywords- Agribot, ARDUINO controller, Raspberry pi, NPK testin& sowing of seeds, pesticides spraying, Harvesting. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main motive for develop ing Agricultural Automa
tion Technology is the decreasing labour force, a phe
nomenon common in the developed world. T1le rea
sons are the need for improved food quality. Robotics 
and artificial intelligence achievements offer solutions 
in precision agriculture to processes related to seed
ing, harvesting, weed control, grove supervision. 
chemical applications, etc. to improve productivity 
and efficiency. In the current generation most of the 
countries do not have sufficient skilled man power in 
agricultural sector and it affects the growth of devel
oping countries. So it 's necessary to automate the sec
tor to overcome this problem. In India there are 70% 
people dependent on agriculture. Robotics is the 
branch of technology that deals with the design, 
construction, operation, and application of robots, as 
well as computer systems for their control, sensory 
feedback, and information processing. The design of a 
rover will often incorporate agricultural efforts, 
though it may not look much like a human being or 
function in a human like manner. These types of inteI
ligent systems having robust and feasible model with a 
number of integrated functionalities is the demand of 
future in every field of technology, for the betterment 
of the society. 
The application of agricultural mach inery In 

precision agriculture has experienced an increase in 
investment and research due to the use of robotics 
applications in the machinery design and task execu
tions. Precision autonomou s farming is the operation, 
guidance, and control of autonomous machines to 
carry out agricultural tasks. It motivates agricultural 
robotics. It is expected that, in the near future, 
au tonomous vehicles will be at the heart of a ll preci
sion agriculture applications. The goa] of agricultural 
robotics is more than just the application of robotics 
technologies to agriculture. Currently, most of the 
automatic agricultural vehicles used for \v-ceci detec
tion, agrochemical dispersal, terrain levelling, irriga

tion, etc. are manned. An autonomous perfonnance 
of such vehicles will allow for the continuous supervi
sion of the field, since information regarding the envi
ronment can be auton omously acquired, and the 
vehicle can then perfonns its task accordingly. 
Agriculture was the key development in the rise of 
human civi lization. A remarkable change in agricul
tural practices has occurred over the past century in 
response to new technologies, and the development of 
world agricultural markets. This also has led to tech
nological improvements in agricultural techniques. 
Robotics is the branch of technology that deals with 
the design, construction, operation , and application of 
robots, as well as computer systems for thei r control, 
sensory feedback. The design of a rover will often 
incorporate agricultural efforts, though it may not look 
much like a human being or function in a human like 
maruler [I). 
Agribot is a robot designed for agricultural purposes. 
In the 21 st century the trends of development on auto
mation and intelligence of agricultural mach inery is 
increasing. All kinds of agricultural robots have been 
researched and developed to implement a num ber of 
agricultural products in many countries. This Bot can 
performs basic elementary functi ons like harvesting, 
planting and spray the pesticides, The application of 
agricultural maehinery in precis ion agriculture has 
experien ced an increase in investment and research 
due to the use of robotics applications in the machin
ery design and task executions. Precision autonomous 
farming is the operation, guidance, and control of 
autonomous machines to carry out agricultural tasks. 
It motivates agricultural robotics. The goal of agri
cultural robotics is more than just the app lication of 
robotics technologies to agriculture. Currently, most 
of the automatic agricultural vehicles used for weed 
detection, agrochemicaJ dispersal, terrain levellin g, 
in'igation, etc. 

A. Comparison between Present sowing tech, iqlles 
&rzp:!l~.i&q with Agribot System 
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Table 1: Comparison ofsowing techniques 
Parametcn Manual Tra~tor Digging and 

SII. Salling using
No. Agrihot I._- 1-,-
I. Man Power More Modernle LCl's 
2. Time More More Less 

Required 
Digging Manuallyl. Manually AUlomalicruly 

m,d 

sowing 


technique 

4. Adjustable No No Yes 

SC<d 
distance 

5. Seed Modemle More Less IWaslal!C 
6. Energy High Very Less Iuc:eded Hi.h 
7. Pollution No More No I 
8. Alarm No No Yes 

and disolav 

Table I. Shows that the manual sowing method re· 
quires more man power and time than the sowing with 
Iractor but still it is more than sowing with agribot. 
Also using agribot we can change the distance be· 
tween the two plants and the wastage of seed is also 
less. 

B. Limitations ofNlollual Farming 
If farming is done manually then a lot of human 
effort~ are requir~d and then also the requirccl quality 
work IS not pOSSible. Also there is wastage of seeds 
and fertilizers due to improper li se of it. Also the 
harvesting part is very difficult manually because it 
may happen that the fruits are cut before their maturity 
level of it because grading of frui t is done manually. 
Manual harvesting method is slow and also very cost
ly. 

C. Agribol design chal!ellges 
Today agricultural robots can be classified into sev· 
eral groups: harves ting or picking, planting, weeding, 
pest control, or maintenance. The goal is of creating 
': robot farms" where all of the work will be done by 
machines. 111e main obstacle to this kind of robot fann 
is that famls <I re a part of nature and nature is not uni
form. It is not like the robots that work in factories 
building cars. Factories are built around the job a t 
hand, whereas, farms are not. Robots on t'1rms have to 
operate in harmony with nature. Robots in factories 
don't have to deal with uneven terrain or cha11 0i11 0 
conditions. So following are some challenoes in~de~ . . . ~ 
Slgnlllg agrtbot (3). 

1. It is difficult to drop only one seed at a lime, so 
control the fl ow of seed tank is difficult task to 
plant only one seed. 
2. Difficu lt to design seeding mechani§,Pl . 
plough in the farm and cover it with s ·~g8in::. COlt 

the now of air and pesticides from the nozzle. oth
erwise only the air or pesticides will be out from 
the nozzle and proper spraying is not done. 
4. While harvesting the fruit on tree, the fruit will 
be detected by using 2D camera we get only X
Y direction but it is difficult to get Z direction 
which !S distance of fruit on tree from robot. 

The review is organized as follows: the model of agri~ 
bot system is presented; related problems, design chal
lenges are discussed in Section 1. Related work is pre· 
sen ted in section II. In section III proposed methodol
ogy is presented. In section IV, conclusion and 
set of remarks presented at the end of the brief. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Different methods that are used to implement agribot 
is presented below. 
The robot which perfonns operation like so il , moisture 
testing, seeding, spraying pesticides, removes compost 
from the field is presented in [I], which a lso perfonms 
obstacles avoidance operation and metal detection in 
the path. The robot is controlled using cell phone us
ing DTMF techniquc. Because of using DTMF tech
nique it overcomes the range or distance prob
lem of using Bluetooth or RF module which hav· 
ing limited working range. 
Agribot integrated system which uses Wi-Fi to 
communicate behveen two robots is presented in [2], 
which perform activities like seed ing, weeding, spray· 
iug of fertilizers and insecticides. It is controlled using 
Arduino Atmega2560 controller and powerful Rasp· 
berry pi minicomputer to cont rol and monitor working 
of robot. It has hexapod body wh ich can move in any 
direction as per required. It has ultrasonic proximity 
sensor to avoid the obstacles in the path, and underbo
dy sensor system to detect that seed is planted or 
not. ft can dig a hole in soil plant seed in it n cover the 
hole again with soil and necessary pre emergence 
fertilizers applies on it, and move all along vA th com
municating with other robot near to it using Wi-Fi. 
Command based self-guided digging and seed sow
ing rover, a' sensor guided rover for digging, precise 
seed positioning and sowing has been proposed to 
reduce the human effort and also [Q increase the yield 
is presented in [3]. The rover 's navigation is per
formed by remote guiding devices for tified with the 
positioning system. It uses Arduino Atl11 ega2560 can· 
h"oller and ultrasonic radar sensor for obstacle avoid
ance. It is controlled using wireless module that 
can be control by PC/ TAB! Mobile. It gives acknowl· 
edgement massage of seed lank empt):- or full to the 

fanner. 
The agribot which perform only two 
presented in [4], in that it performs oper 
ging hole in field that IS . 

en planting a seed at a regl cover the 
3, Difficult to desi gn spraying mecl ~"whi~~ ' gh area with soil. To dr pper motor 
spraying the pesticides it is nece ~ . 0 ~ontrol . d and to dig a hole spi e ~ 's used. The Psoc 
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controller from cypress is used to control all the opera
tion. 
The robot performing soil moisture test, Ph 
measurements, seeding and fertilizing using Ardu
ino328 is presented in [5], live streaming to see the 
operation of robot the camera is mounted on robot, 
by live streaming it is possible to control the direction 
of it instead of making it path foliower or line fol
lower. TIle robot is controlled by remote which is 
connected through internet using Raspberry pi. 
Up to this point only seeding and fertilizing tech
niques are discussed now we see about harvesting 
techniques. Motivation for the research is to decrease 
harvesting cost and increase the value oftheir product 
to the consumer. Conventional harvesting method is 
highly labor intensive and inefficient in tenns of both 
economy and time. Machine harvesting systems are a 
partial solution to overcome these issues by removing 
fruits from the trees efficiently thus to reduce the har
vesting cost to about 35-45% of Iota I production cost. 
An agrjbot which is unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV's), 
high speed image processing algorithms and machine 
vision techniques is presented ill [7]. The techniques 
that have used in this paper reinforce the possibility of 
lransfonning agricultural scenario to modernity within 
gi ven resources. It is basically a quadcopter empow
ered with vision for detecting mangoes on tree and 
cutting ancillaries. It could hover around the trees, 
detect the ripe mangoes, cut and collect them. 
The approach has been applied for targeting fruits for 
robotic fru it harvesting. Efficient locating the fruit on 
tree is one of the major requirements for any harvest· 
ing system is presented in [9]. The fruit detection us
ing improved multiple features based algorithm. Im
proved multiple features refers to an image process
ing algorithm that trained for efficient feature extrac· 
tion. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Proposed system requires IR sensors, Image process· 
ing, robotic arm and con n'oller as main blocks for the 
design. Selection of Controller will be done on the 
basis of number required memory size, number of 
analog and digital input/output pins. Hence for sys

tem design eonh'ollers like ATMEL 8051, PIC and 

Arduino wi ll be considered. 

Depeuding upon number of peripheral used and mem

ory size required for system design, system will be 

design using Arduino microcontroller as main control 

unit due to following design issues.' 


1. In ATMEl 8051 there is no provision of inbuih 
ADC and ir system demands ADC interrace ror 
any problem, there is a need to interface ADC ex
ternally. Due to which extra cost will increase. 
2. In case of ARlvl processor, there is a provision 
for on chip ADC interface. As system demands 
limited number of resources, there \\Iill be (he pos
sibility of wasting number of unused resources. 

Proceedings of46 lh lRF intemmion,,"l i Conference. n'~ 

3. Arduino has 54 digital input/output pins, 16 ana

log input pins. 

4. It is possible to connect lily pads which are at

mega328 controller to tho arduino. 

S. Cost is also an important aspect to consider for 

design. 

Hence due to aoove mentioned points system will 

have to be implemented by using Arduino control

ler. 


A. Proposed Block Diagram 
Fanning using agribot is major task to achieve. Pro
posed system will be totally based on it. Agribot deals 
more st rongly with proper execution of task like hu
man being. It also proper utilizes the resources availa
ble like seeds, fertilizers, there should be less was
tage oflhings and complete the task in as minimum 
time as possible. 

~,OO)" 

SllF.:E$ 

Fig. 1. Proposed system block tli:lgr:lIll. 

As shown in the Figure 1, a manual switches are lIsed 
to control the robot action like for NPI< measurement 
of soil , seeding, fertilizer spray, harvestiug of on tree 
fruit. When the power supply is tllrned 011 th e robot 
will be in idle mode it performs noth ing till anyone 
man ual switch is pressed. As soon as the switch is
press the robot will perronn the dedicated tRSk
provided in the program. After the robOl start 
performing the task at same time it can detect obsta
cles in the path of the robot using LR sensors. I f any 
obstacle comes in the path then the robot will try to 
avoid that obstacle by changing the pa.th but at the 
same time it continuously monirors any other 
obstacles in the path. The robot will follow only the 
ded icated path if there is no obstacle in the petlh. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This robotics agricultwal machine is des igned to 
faci litate the farmers to ease their work and increase 
lhe productivity with its multitasking work;ng features 
such as automatic seeding system, automatic pest COIl

trol unit automatic compost spraying e{~ . 
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A Review: Autonomous Agribot For Smart Fanning 

By developing this robotic vehicle with its 
multi -tasking agricultural features, it overcomes the 
difficu lty of farmers in farming their land in every 
season no matter what is the weather that day. Consid ~ 

ering all the situations, the robot integrated with dif~ 
ferent sub modules can be used for redemption and 
agricultural purposes worldwide Ii!Speciaily countries 
like India where agriculture provides the principal 
means of livelihood for the major Indian population. 
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Abstract- Grape constitulcS one of the most widely grown 
fruit crops in the India. Produc(h'ily of grape decreases due (0 
infcctions caused by V;.lriouS types of dise .. scs on its fruit, stem 
and leaf. Lcafdiseascs are mainly c:wscd by bactcria, fungi, virus 
etc. Diseases are a majol' f;lCtOI' limiting fl'uit production and 
diseases arc often difficult to control. Without accurate dise~se 
diagnosis, proper conh'O! actions cannot bc used at the 
appropriate time. [mage PI'ocess ing is olle of thc widely used 
tcchnique is adopted fOI" the plant Icaf diseases detection and 
classification. This pal)er is intended to itid in the detection aDd 
classification le.lf diseascs of gnlpe using SVM classification 
tcchnique. First the diseased rcgion is found nsing scgmentatioD 
by K-means clustering, then both color and texture features are 
e.\:tr3cted. Finally classification technique is used to detect the 
type of leaf diseasc. Thc proposed system can successfully detect 
aDd classify the examinecJ disease with ;lccunlCY of88.89%. 

Keywords- im(fge Proce.Hil1g, Leaf diseases detectioll, 
K-l11eam cJusterillg,feflfure ex/raetioll, SVM Classification. 

I. INTRODUCT ION 

In India grape productivity is highest in the world and 
there is scope to raise it further. Grape export from India is 
about 53,910 tonnes valued at 48,505 (I OOOUSS) that makes a 
share of nearly 1.54% of lOlaI exporl of grapes in world. Near 
about 70% of population depends on agriculture. Grapes are 
an important fruit crop in India. Due to disease on grape plant 
there is loss of abollt 10-30 % of crop. Therefore there is a 
need to identify the diseases <H the beginning and suggest 
solutions to the farmers so thal maximum harms can be 
avoided so as to increc:.se the yie ld. 

) Farmers generally use naked eye observation to judge the 
diseases. But sometimes [his may be an inaccurate way. Many 
times farmer needs to call the experts for detecting the 
diseases which is also time consuming in large farms [3]. 

The grape suffers from enormous loss due to the leaf 
diseases like: Powder:-: mi ldew, Downy mildew and 
anthracnose etc [I]. The disease on plant is on their leaves, 
fruits and on stem of plan!. In an ag riculture field, an early 
detection of leaf diseases is the m,~ior challenge. 

Using digital image process ing techniques, number of 
applications has found in dilTerent fields sllch as industrial 
inspection, medical imaging. remote sensing, and agricultural 
processing etc. 
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For analysis in various agricultural applications, digital 
image processing teclmiques have been established as an 
effective way such as plant recognition, soil quality 
estimation, and crop yield estimation etc. in the field of 
agriculture. One of the applications of digital image 
processing techniques in agriculture is to delect plant disease. 

The disease types are classified into bacterial, viral, fungal 
etc. on plant. In India the fungal diseases for grape leaf found 
are Downy Mildew, Powdery Mildew and Anthracnose. The 
proposed work focused on recognition and classification of 
fungal disease like Downy Mildew and Powdery Mildew 
using image processing. This work describes that how we can 
do Ihe automatic detection of grape leaf diseases. The given 
system provides automatic, fast, accurate and less expensive 
method to detect and classify the grape leaf diseases. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Lots of researches have been done on the use of digital 
image processing for detection of plant leaf diseases in 
agricultural applications. Visual recognition of diseases on 
leaves is less r.ccurate and it requires more experienced 
knowledge. 

The automated plant disease detection provides advantages 
in an agricultural area hence it is an important research topic. 

In [4] authors have proposed detection and classification of 
grape leaf diseases using Neural Netw~rks (NN). In this 
system, grape leaf image is taken as input. Thresholding is 
deployed to mask green pixels. An anisotropic diffusion is 
used to remove noise. Then by using K-means clustering 
grape leaf disease segmentation is done. Using Neural 
Networks the diseased pa!1 is recognized. 

In [5] authors provided color transform based approach to 
detect disease Spot 011 plant leaf. In this paper a comparison of 
the effect differenl types of color space in the process of 
disease spot detection given. All color models (CIELAB, HSI 
and YCbCr) are compared and finally "AU component for 
CIELAB color model is used. Median filter is used for image 
smoothing. Fi nal ly by usi ng Otsu method on color component, 
threshold can be calculated. 

In [6] aUlhors provided fast and accurate diagnosis and 
classification or pl<lln diseases. In this method K-ll1eans 
clustering is lIsed for segmentation and NN is used as a 
classification using S0111e tcxture feature set. 
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1n [8] authors given the different types of diseases in rice 
leaf. In preprocessing techniques segmentation of leaf disease 
detection has been discussed. Using histogram plot the 
classification of normal nnd diseased leaf is done. Both shape 
a!ld color features are extracted. Using PCA method shape 
features are extracted and using coler based grid moments the 
color features me extracted. 

All these mentioned methods uses either tex!Ure, shape or 
color features for feature ex1raction. 

Also in NN classifier, it is hard to know how many 
neurons and can be done for small dataset only. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Training Phase 


Database 

Images 


Preprocessing 
(Resizing, Thresholding 
and Gaussian Fillering) 

Segmentalioll 

(K mcans clustering) 


Feature E.-x1raction 
(Texture and Color 

FealUIes) 

Jmage Feature 

Database 


Testing Phase 

Input T CSI 

image 

Prcproc..:.ss ing 
(Resizing, l llfl;shoJding 
and Gaussian F 1 h~'rmg, 

Segm enlatlOn 


(K means cll!~h:rmg ) 


F<!atUf~ EXlrac:., IB 
(Tex1 ure :lad e ll:l): 

Fca!Uro.:"s) 

C J~sslfi~';ll(l\:t !!';;I !;g 

SVM 


Fig. I. System [lIock Dmg.w.m 

A. Image Acquisition 

In this step the sample images are collected, which are 
required to train the system. Grape leaf images are taken by 
using digital camera and are used for both training and testing 
the system. The standard jpg fonnat is used to store these 
images. In this study, images are collected from different 
regions like Pune, Nasik. Few of the images have been taken 
from internet. Colleeted images include the leaves infected by 
Powdery Mildew and Downy Mildew. 

B. Preprocessing 

The image preprocessing is done on gathered images for 
improving the image quality. It removes the background noise 
as well as to suppress the undesired distortion. In this image is 
first resized to size 300x300 and ihen thresholding is done to 
get all green color component. Gaussian filtering is carried out 
to remove noise in the image. 

C Segmentation 

In image segmentation the separation of the given image 
into homogenous regions with respect to certain features is 
done. Clustering is a method by which the large sets of data 
are grouped into clusters of smaller sets or segments of similar 
data. 

In present work, K-means clustering is llsed to for 
segmenting an image into three groups as shown in Fig. 4. The 
clusters contain diseased part of leaf. Before clustering <a' 
component is extracted from L "i'a*h space [5]. 

Properties of K-Means Algorithm and K-Means Algorithm 
Process [10] are given as below: 

I) 	 Properties of K-l\leans Algorithm 

a) 	 There is K number ofc!usters always. 

b) 	 There is minimum one item in each of the given 
cluster. 

c) 	 The clusters never overlap with each other. 

d) 	 Each member of s ingle cluster is nearer to its cJuster 
than any other cluster. 

2) The Process ofK--"leans .·lIgorilhm 

a) First divide the dataset into K number of clusters and 
assign the data points randomly to the clusters. 

b) Then for each data point, calculate the Euclidean 
distance, from the data poillt 10 every cluster. 

The Euclidean dislance is Ihl.! s(ra i!!h(·line distance 
between (wo pixels :md is givl!1l asfollows: 

Euclidean Dis\ance~ ~« x 1 - x2)' + (y l . )'2)') (I) 
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Where (x J, YJ) & (x2, y2) are nothing but two 
pixel points (or two data points). 

c) If the data point is closest to its own cluster then 
leave it where it IS. 

d) Shift it into the :learby cluster, if the data point is not 
dosest to its own cluster. 

e) Repeat all steps until an entire pass through all the 
data points. 

f) Now the clusters become stable and the process of 
clustering will stop. 

D. Feature ex/raelion 

The feature extraction is used to extract the information 
that can be used to find out the significance of the given 
sample. The main types of features are shape, color and 
texture, which are mos[iy used in image processing technique. 

For Downy Mildew color features and for Powdery 
Mildew tex1ure fealures are need to be used. Hence in this 
system color and texture features both are extracted to get 
better accuracy. 

Following steps are used to calculate the color features for 
a given image [8] 

I) 	 First conversion of RGB image into HSV color 
spaces is done. 

2) 	 An image is subdivided into 3X3 blocks uniformly. 

3) 	 The mean color (H/SIV) for each of the nine 
blocks is calculated by using following formula. 

(2) 

Where xi is the pixel intensity and N is the 
total number of pixels. 

Here mean is c(lllsidered as one of the feature. 

4) 	 For each block tile var iance is calculated by 

using below formula. 


N 
t , 

Var iance = N L (Xi - x'f (3) 
1 i = I 

The computed variance has the ability of measuring 
the variabili ty. 

5) The skewiless for each block of (H/SN) is calculated. 

1 N 
-	 I (X;_X,)3 
Ni~1 

Skewness = --'~-'------""7 (4) 

( I N )23 

,-	 I (x. _ X,,2 
I\N.,= I ) 

The skewness is uSt;d to judge the image surface. Each 
block will have 3+3+3=9 color features. 

The 9 texture features-contrast, uniformity, maximum 
probability, homogeneity, diagonal variance. difference 
variance, entropy. inverse difference, and nine color features 
are used. 

TABLE 1. MATHEMA TICAL FORMULAS FOR TEXTIJRE 
FEAlURES (7J 

We fJrst need to combine the texture and color (9+9~ 18) 

features for classification, before we use SVM to train the 
classifier. 

No. Feature Forml.lla I 

I COIUL.!5t Lj Li Ii  jfp(i,j, d, 9) 

2 Un!lbrm ilY Li 2:) p(i, j , d, 9)2 

{Energy 1 

3 /I.'I<!.ximulll 
Ma.\: i; p (i,j, d, 0) 

probabIlity 

4 HUlliogellei ty Li L; p (i, j , d, ey(! + Ii - jl) 

5 llwersc di nerence 
L ; L; J/(t + (i - j)') p(i,j, d, e) 

mom ent aforder 2 

6 Dlf!trencc 
Variance of L i Li Ii  jl p( i. j , d, 9) 

'nn:mon 

7 [)!;:gol1:.t1 vOlriancc Varianceofp( i, j, d, 9) 

, Entropy L , L; p(;, j, d, e) tog (p(;,j, d, e)) 

L 
(i 11 Hi - ~ )12{i jl 

y C....rn:lnllon i. j
ij ao 

, j 

E. Classijiu;fir'il1 

The classificat ion technique is used to detect the type of 
leaf disease. C!assiftcmion deals with associating a given input 
pattern with one of the distinct class. In the given system a 
Linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM) is used for 
classi fica ti oll of lenf disease. 
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SVM is a binary classifier which uses a hyper plane cailed 
t.he decision boundary between two classes. This hyper plane 
tries to divide, one class containing the target training vector 
which is labeled as +1 . and the other class containing the 
training vectors which is labeled as -1. 

Using this labeled training vectors. SVM optimizer finds 
an hyper plane that will then maximizes the margin of 
separation among the two classes as shown in Fig. 2. 

,,, 

Optint:ll scpar:ning hypcrplmlc 

•
• 
• • 

y = -I 

• 
Fig. 2 SVM in Linearly Separable Condition 19J 

IV, RESULTS AND DlSCUSIONS 

Classification involves two stages, training and testing 
using any classifier. In training phase, classifier is trained 
using feature values and its respective target va lues. This 
trained classifier is then used to classify test images. 

1n this work total 137 grape leaf images (containing both 
initial stage as well as final stage images) me used oul of 
wh ich 75 images are Downy leaf images and 62 are Powderly 
leaf images. For training phase 60 Downy and 50 Powderly 
images are used and 15 Downy and 12 Powderly are used for 
test ing. 

Fi rst step is thresholding and filtering. Fig. 3 shows 
original image and filtered image. 

C') Cb ) 

Fig, 3, (a) Original1.mage (b) Filtered 11l1<lgc 

Then filte red image is segmented into 3 cluslers lIs ing 
K-l11eans clustering. Fig. 4 shows 3 clusters formed lIs ing 
K-means cluste ring. 

objects in clusler 1 objects in ellisler 2 objects in cluster 3 

r .:.1 ~~ 


(
• ,
• 0 " , 

.~ 
~ , .r , ." . ~~ ~. 

Fig. 4. Segmentation using K-menns Clustering. 

The texture and color features of all three segmented 
images are extracted. 

In this work nine texture features and nine color features 
are calculated for all three segmented parts of single leaf 
image. Hence total number of feature values for single leaf 
image becomes (9+9)*3=54. These feature values, collectively 
called as feature vector, is given to trained SVM classifier 
which classifies the input leaf image into lwo classes Downy 
and Powderly, depending upon its feature values. 

Image shown in Fig. 3 is Downy leaf image so SVM 
classifies it into Downy class and this result is presented into a 
message box as shown in Fig. 5. 

Il 

Downy Delecled By SliM 

OK 

Fig. 5. Classification Result Presented br a Message 8ox. 

The overall performance of SVM classifier is summarized 
into Table II. It can be seen from the Table II that SVM 
perform extremely good with Downy class of grape leaves but 
gives considerably poor performance with Powderly cl2.ss. 

TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF 5V\\'1 

Dataset 
To[al ["st 

samples 
C()rrcdly 
Classified 

% Accurn~y 

DO\\llly t5 I' 93 3 3%, 

Powderl)" t2 10 3333% 

Combined 17 l' SS.N 9% 

) 


Correctlv Recognized Ima!!t:s 

Accuracy (%) = Total Number of TcSl lmagcs ' loa (5) 
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